NANOQUEST
COMBINED CARD READER

AND CONTROLLER

The NanoQuest is a secure, single door self-contained access
control system. Its compact one-piece design incorporates a
proximity card reader with an access controller, suitable for up
to 500 users.
The use of a master card for programming precludes the need
for an external device. IP65 rated and guaranteed for 5 years
against defects and workmanship, the NanoQuest is a reliable
and cost-effective product.
In addition to door security, the NanoQuest has the flexibility
to provide a secure method of controlling other devices such
as intruder alarm panels, lights and heating. It can also be
converted to give a Wiegand output to accommodate future
integration with a full access control system.
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Up to 500 users
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Compact and easy to install
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Simple programming of features
Free exit input
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Arming input
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Code
N-QUEST-00

Suitable for internal and external use
Auxiliary output for controlling intruder alarm 		
panels, lighting & heating etc
Alarm/Incident output
26-bit Wiegand output for integration into a 			
larger system

NanoQuest standalone proximity card reader/controller plus 2 Master
cards.

NP-CARD-PK-00

Pack of 10 cards for use with NanoQuest.

NP-CARD-PK-01

Pack of 10 cards in filing wallet with duplcate ‘administration’ cards

NP-CARD-PK-02

Pack of 25 cards in filing wallet with duplicate ‘administration’ cards

NP-CARD-PK-03

Pack of 40 cards in filing wallet with duplicate ‘administration’ cards

Note:

Card Packs

Reader Description

Key fob packs are also available.
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Enrol all cards in a single action
using the batch card included in the
pack.
Record cardholders’ details on
duplicate ‘administration’ cards.
Use administration cards to disable
lost or stolen cards.

